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Put in the correct phrasal verbs to complete these sentences. Make 
sure to put the verbs in the right tense. Use each phrasal verb only 

once. Choose from the table:
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1. You need to _________________________ your essay for grammar 

and spelling before you hand it in to your teacher.

2. She wants to move from her house because she can't 

_________________________ noise.

3. Sami and his sister _________________________ their father. 

They look very much like him.

4. She asked her children to _________________________ their 

pajamas and go to bed.

5. They will call you when they _________________________ from 

their journey.

get away with run after take after see off hang up

come up with come back show off run into put up with

point out cut down fill out dress up eat up

look after put on figure out go over go without
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6. They couldn't _________________________ an idea to solve the 

problem.

7. Yesterday, I _________________________ an old friend while I was 

shopping in the mall.

8. The teacher _________________________ that he would not give a 

class in the afternoon.

9. I'm trying to lose weight. I have to _________________________ 

my sugar intake.

10. You don't need to _________________________. It's going to be a 

casual gathering.

11. We are very hungry. I think we will _________________________ all 

the food on the table! 

12. It took me some time to _________________________ how to use 

the new machine.
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13. They shouldn't _________________________ cheating on their 

online exam. They must be punished.

14. Please, don't _________________________! I have another 

question for you.

15. Don't worry! I'll _________________________ the children during 

the day.

16. The boy _________________________ his mother, trying to get her 

attention.

17. The children wore their new clothes. They wanted to 

_________________________ in front of their friends.

18. My father wanted to _________________________ the guests at 

the station.

19. I can't _________________________ water for even one hour!

20. To apply for the job, you need to _________________________ this 

form.
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1. go over

2. put up with

3. take after

4. put on

5. come back

6. come up with

7. ran into (past)

8. pointed out (past)

9. cut down

10. dress up

11. eat up

12. figure out

13. go away with

14. hang up

15. look after

16. ran after (past)

17. show off

18. see off

19. go without

20. fill out


